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Abstract Compliant manipulation is one of the grand
challenges for autonomous robots. Many household chores

in human environments, such as cleaning the floor or
wiping windows, rely on this principle. At the same
time these tasks often require whole-body motions to

cover a larger workspace. The performance of the ac-
tual task itself is thereby dependent on a large number
of parameters that have to be taken into account. To
tackle this issue we propose to utilize low-level com-

pliant whole-body control strategies parameterized by
high-level hybrid reasoning mechanisms. We categorize
compliant wiping actions in order to determine relevant

control parameters. According to these parameters we
set up process models for each identified wiping action
and implement generalized control strategies based on

human task knowledge. We evaluate our approach ex-
perimentally on three whole-body manipulation tasks,
namely scrubbing a mug with a sponge, skimming a
window with a window wiper and bi-manually collect-

ing the shards of a broken mug with a broom.
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1 Introduction

Cleaning tasks are the most frequent household chores
in human environments according to the analysis of

Cakmak and Takayama (2013). Window wiping (Fig. 1)
or cleaning the floor, for example, rely on contacts and
applied forces with a certain tool to achieve a desired

goal state. At the same time the workspace to be cov-
ered is spacious. If a humanoid robot is employed to
carry out such tasks it has to execute compliant whole-

body motions. That requires compliant whole-body con-
trol strategies capable of handling various constrained
contacts where the correct parameterization is crucial
for the performance. Detailed knowledge about the task

and the involved objects is mandatory. The robot has
to reason symbolically and geometrically about the pa-
rameterization in advance w. r. t. the given problem and
the current state of the environment. A possible solu-
tion for this issue is hybrid reasoning based on prior
task knowledge (Wolfe et al 2010; Dornhege et al 2012;
Gravot et al 2005).

The combination of hybrid reasoning, which fuses

symbolic with geometric planning, and control theory
for whole-body manipulation, is a rare research topic so
far. However, there exists some work to incorporate the
different research fields. Several approaches utilize sym-
bolic and geometric reasoning for mobile manipulation.
Wolfe et al (2010) integrate external geometric solvers
into a symbolic Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) plan-
ner. Dornhege et al (2012) compute geometric effects
during symbolic planning by calling semantic attach-
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ment modules for navigation and manipulation (Dorn-
hege and Hertle 2013). The aSyMov planner by Gravot
et al (2005) is designed to deal with multi-robot plan-
ning problems including geometric constraints for pick-
and-place tasks. Kaelbling and Lozano-Pérez (2013) fo-
cus their work on symbolic and geometric planning un-
der uncertainty for mobile manipulation. However, nei-
ther of these works consider the combined motion of the
mobile base and the manipulator as a whole-body con-
trol problem. The works of Yamamoto and Yun (1992),
Tan et al (2003), Moro et al (2013), and us (Dietrich
et al 2011a; 2012b) show how mobile manipulation is
successfully tackled at the control level. The Opera-
tional Space Formulation (Khatib 1987) is probably the
most popular method to implement force control in a re-
duced space (Sentis and Khatib (2005); Sadeghian et al
(2014)), e. g. in the Cartesian coordinates of the end-
effector. However, parameterizing controllers for differ-
ent tasks without knowledge about the involved objects
is difficult. Nevertheless, there has already been some
advanced research in this context such as by Tenorth

et al (2012), where the authors rely on a web-database
for actions, objects, and environments to parameterize
tasks, or Mosenlechner and Beetz (2011) that infers geo-

metric parameters such as where to place objects based
on physics simulation. Bartels et al (2013) ground sym-
bolic actions by the use of a constraint-based movement

description language based on geometric features, such
as points, lines, and planes to be interpreted by the con-
trol level. Also to mention are the results by Kallmann
and Thalmann (1999), who store articulation trajec-

tories to guide object manipulation, and the work of
Levison (1996), which classifies objects by functional-
ity and augments their symbolic domain with hierar-

chical properties. Based on a similar concept, we in-
troduced a hybrid reasoning framework in our previous
work (Leidner et al 2012) to define manipulation tasks
in Cartesian space with the aid of object-knowledge. In
this work, we show how this framework can be utilized
to define compliant tool usage tasks such as cleaning.

Recently, compliant cleaning tasks have become sub-
ject of intensive research, especially wiping of surfaces.
Kunze et al (2011) simulate physical effects to infer
first-order symbolic representations. In particular they
conducted simplified physical simulations where liquids
are absorbed with a sponge. Do et al (2014) predict
action parameters based on object properties by learn-
ing from experience in a table wiping task. Hess et al

(2012) describe a generic approach to autonomously
compute time- and effort-optimal cleaning trajectories.
However, applied force and stiffness are not parameter-
ized due to the lack of a compliant robot. Vanthienen
et al (2013) describe a table wiping task with the iTaSC

Fig. 1 The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin wiping a window
as a demonstration for a compliant whole-body task.

framework for a backdrivable, force-sensorless robot.
Okada et al (2005; 2006) show an inverse-kinematics-
based programming approach to define whole-body clean-

ing motions (sweeping, vacuuming, and dish washing)
for a humanoid robot exploiting object knowledge. Their
method is similar to the geometric reasoning approach
we utilize. However, in addition to Okada et al. we em-

phasize to have a closer look at the cleaning task itself,
namely the tool-surface contact together with the ap-
plied force and stiffness. In fact, these aspects are cru-

cial for the cleaning result, but can only be taken into
account by a compliant robot when the reasoning level
and the control level act jointly.

The contribution of this paper is a generic approach

to parameterize whole-body controllers for compliant
manipulation tasks with different contact behavior. In
particular, a classification of wiping tasks is conducted
in order to identify the required task and control param-
eters. This parameterization is utilized in our whole-
body control framework based on hierarchical null space
projections. The control layer is integrated into a hybrid

reasoning mechanism which grounds symbolic transi-
tions to concrete geometric actions. Within this step ac-
tion templates transfer human task knowledge by indi-
vidually parameterizing wiping tasks w. r. t. our classifi-
cation. This is achieved by applying prior object knowl-
edge including the Cartesian task trajectory, Cartesian
contact force, and Cartesian contact stiffness, among

others. We evaluate our approach in three whole-body
manipulation experiments: cleaning a mug with a sponge,
wiping a window with a window wiper and bi-manually
sweeping the floor. The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin
is employed for the experiments, see Fig. 1. Part of this
work was presented in Leidner et al (2014).

The paper is organized as follows: A detailed prob-
lem identification is conducted in Sec. 2 to classify the
tasks we are interested in. We present the control stra-
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tegies to accomplish these tasks in Sec. 3. The reason-
ing about the task parameterization and the integra-
tion into our hybrid reasoning framework is presented
in Sec. 4. We evaluate our methods in three elaborate
experiments in Sec. 5.

2 Parameter Identification

A large number of tasks in domestic and industrial en-
vironments rely on forces applied by tools of different
kind. One of the most common compliant activities is
cleaning. The parameterization of these tasks have to
be reasoned carefully in order to deal with contacts
of different nature in a generalized way. So does vac-
uuming not rely on a specific direction of motion, while
sweeping with a broom requires a dedicated trajectory
design to collect the particles in one spot. Furthermore,
a wide variety of tasks that are not related to cleaning
are based on the same principles. One example is the
painting of a wall. Besides the tool-surface contact these
tasks share one more common component, namely the

medium (i. e. particles or liquid between the tool and
the surface, e. g. dust or paint). In summary, we formu-
late this kind of tasks as guiding a tool along a target

surface while maintaining contact to indirectly manipu-
late some sort of medium. Although the purpose of the
actions is different, they share many properties. These
similarities make it possible to utilize one control de-

sign for all problems, but each task requires a different
parameterization. In order to identify the required con-
trol parameters, we are going to classify the respective

tasks first.
Several taxonomies for classifying object manipula-

tion have been developed in the past. Most of them
categorize by grasp type. The taxonomies of Kapandji
and Honoré (1970) and Cutkosky (1989) are probably
the most well-known. Based on these and many other
taxonomies, a comprehensive grasp taxonomy was de-

veloped by Feix et al (2009). However, they do not spec-
ify manipulation actions in greater detail. The hand-
centric taxonomy of Bullock and Dollar (2011); Bul-
lock et al (2013) classifies human manipulation behav-
iors according to the relative movement of the hand to
the grasped object during task execution. They classify
wiping a surface as “In Contact - Prehensile - Motion

- Not Within Hand - No Motion At Contact”. Based
on this definition the relative position of a grasped ob-
ject does not change w. r. t. the manipulator during the
object manipulation. The taxonomy of Bloomfield et al
(2003) classifies haptic actions by the applied forces and
torques. They classify filing and sanding as action with
major amounts of force, where the applied force direc-
tion is not aligned with the direction of motion.

However, neither of these taxonomies make goal-
oriented assumptions about the nature of motion. Con-
tact properties between a tool and a surface are not con-
sidered. Furthermore, the medium to be manipulated
is never integrated in the classification. For this reason,
we define a taxonomy on our own for the sub-category
from now on referred to as wiping tasks, derived from
the term wiping a surface.

We assume that the relative position of the hand
and the tool does not change as defined by Bullock et al
(2013). The grasp type is secondary. Accordingly, the
manipulator is neglected in our classification and can
be either robotic or human. The classification does not
distinguish between one or more manipulators. Forces
and torques are important control parameters but dif-
fer significantly for individual wiping tasks based on
the environmental conditions (e. g. the amount of dirt
on the floor) and are therefore not applicable as catego-
rization metric. For this reason, a sub-categorization of
wiping tasks based on geometric features does not seem
appropriate. Therefore, we do not directly categorize

wiping tasks w. r. t. geometric features, but rather clas-
sify them based on symbolic effects to implicitly group
actions with similar geometric structures. This is done

by investigating wiping tasks based on the symbolic as-
pects of the tool - surface - medium tuples, where the
medium is considered to be the main reason for any

wiping task. Based on this consideration we are able to
identify nine action types related to a specific wiping
task. The actions are grouped in applying, removing,
and modifying the medium. Additionally, a tool-centric

view, a surface-centric view and a medium-centric view
can be applied to categorize the actions. The resulting
matrix structure is illustrated in Fig. 2 and explained
in detail from the top left to the bottom right:

Absorb: A medium is absorbed upon close vicin-
ity to the tool. This may be caused due to electrostatic
force as known from dusting or an air draft from a vac-
uum. The tool is usually applied with a planar contact
where the medium defines the region of interest (ROI).

Skim: The goal position of the medium is not of
interest and is therefore illustrated as skimmed from the
surface. Scratching ice from a car window is considered

as skimming. The direction of motion is defined by the
individual geometric topology.

Collect: Collecting can be related to skimming.
However, the medium has to be collected afterwards,
e. g. to remove it accumulated. Exemplary actions are
collecting leaves with a rake or sweeping up shards. The
tool alignment w. r. t. the surface is a crucial aspect.

Emit: The emitting action is the counterpart of the
absorbing action. The medium is initially located on or
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Fig. 2 Matrix classification of wiping tasks according to the action w. r. t. the tool, surface, and medium versus the role of
the medium. The tool (grasped by a human hand) is abstracted as a rectangle capable of all illustrated actions. The motion
of the tool is indicated as a solid arrow. The surface is always shown on the bottom of the corresponding cell. It might be flat
as illustrated, curved, or of any other shape. The medium is shown in the initial state (solid circles/squares) and in the goal
state after the action is performed (dashed circles/squares) where dashed arrows may indicate the transition of the medium.

in the tool and is applied to the surface as it is done for
painting a wall. Typically, the whole surface is involved.

Distribute: Distributing a medium is related to
emitting a medium. However, the medium is already
located on the surface. Applying shoe polish is such a
task. The task trajectory is important to equally dis-
tribute the medium on the surface.

Process: Processing is a medium-centric action. The
medium is on purpose used to alter the surface. One

example for this is the use of cement to fill holes in a
wall. It is also possible that the surface is only used to
directly manipulate the medium as done when rolling
cookie dough, for example.

Scrub: Scrubbing merges an auxiliary medium with
an unwanted medium (e. g. detergent and dirt) by ex-

erting force under repetitive motions to remove the un-
wanted medium from the surface. Many cleaning tasks
can be categorized as scrubbing.

Grind: Grinding is often used in manufacturing
such as planing wood. The medium is separated from
the surface and is a waste product of no greater value.
The tool alignment is crucial for the result.

Decompose: Decomposing splits the medium into
smaller particles. The contact between the medium and

the tool is planar. Pestle with a mortar is one example.

Our classification emphasizes the versatility of wip-
ing actions. For each action, numerous tools might be
suitable to achieve the desired goal. It is also possible

that one particular task is actually realized as a combi-
nation of several wiping actions such as mopping, which
is a combination of distributing, scrubbing, and absorb-
ing. Furthermore, we investigated that based on the
topology (e. g. varying medium size and surface fric-
tion) a different parameter range might be suitable.
We identified three types of parameters: symbolic, sub-
symbolic/geometric, and control parameters.

With reference to the symbolic classification of wip-
ing tasks, the identified symbolic parameters reflect the
identified action verb catalog, namely absorbed, skimmed,

collected, emitted, distributed, processed, scrubbed, ground,
and decomposed. According to our definition, these sym-
bolic parameters are equal to predicates in the Planning
Domain Definition Language (PDDL) (Ghallab et al
1998). They are utilized to describe symbolic precondi-
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tions and effects for symbolic planning. Based on the
desired state of the medium, a symbolic planner can
compute the required actions to solve a task w. r. t. the
target surface and the provided tools in the environ-
ment.

Sub-symbolic parameters1 have to be considered dur-
ing geometric reasoning, such as the shape of the object
and the ROI on the target surface in order to plan fea-
sible Cartesian and joint trajectories (including time
information) not colliding with the environment. There
are several sub-symbolic parameters which have direct
influence on the control level. The most important ones
are the mass/inertia of the tool, the center of mass
(CoM), the tool center point (TCP), and the relative
alignment of the tool w. r. t. the target surface.

The identified wiping actions rely all on the same
control parameters, namely Cartesian motion, Carte-
sian stiffness, and Cartesian force. The Cartesian mo-
tion defines the trajectory for the tool, and therefore the
motion of the robotic manipulators. The robot has to
reason about whether it is necessary to execute the mo-

tion with the whole body using the locomotion system
or only a subset of joints. The stiffness parameters are
based on the tool alignment and the direction of motion.
Depending on the task, different rotational and transla-

tional stiffnesses have to be applied. The force param-
eter may depend on the material of tool and surface.
Also different environmental conditions may require a

different force level.

Summarized one can say that properly executed wip-

ing tasks depend on the coupling between symbolic, ge-
ometric and control parameters. Therefore, we believe
that it is mandatory to combine low-level control stra-
tegies and high-level reasoning for a correct parameter-

ization. In conclusion, we propose to set up one par-
ticular process model for each identified wiping action.
Based on our classification each process model has ref-

erence to one of the identified symbolic parameters and
the corresponding symbolic effects to the environment.
Consequently, each symbolic parameter is grounded to
one geometric procedure with an individual geometric
parameterization considering the involved objects. Ac-
cordingly, the control parameters are chosen to fit the
overall control strategy.

In this paper we explain this parameterization bot-
tom up to emphasize the significance of exploiting con-

tacts and physical interaction on the control level. The
whole-body control framework and the related low-level
parameterization is explained in Sec. 3. The integra-
tion of the symbolic and geometric reasoning procedure
along with the high-level parameterization is described

1 commonly summarized as geometric parameters in the
automated planning community

in Sec. 4, where we illustrate the generalized utilization
of our control framework w. r. t. different domains. In
Sec. 5 the approach is evaluated on a humanoid robot.

3 Whole-Body Control

In this section, the whole-body control framework is
explained in detail. That includes the structure of the
closed loop (Sec. 3.1), the control tasks in use (Sec. 3.2),
and the redundancy resolution to realize the commanded
control task hierarchy (Sec. 3.3). An example of a con-
troller parameterization is given in Sec. 3.4.

3.1 Structure of the Controller

The generic whole-body control scheme is illustrated in
Fig. 3. One can divide the structure into three basic

parts. The first subsystem is the robot itself providing
measurements. In case of the humanoid mobile robot
Rollin’ Justin (Borst et al 2009), these are for exam-

ple the joint configuration q, the joint velocities q̇, or
the joint torques τ . Additionally other sensor informa-
tion is provided, e. g. vision information from various

cameras. The second subsystem is the whole-body con-
troller, which gets the measurements of the robot. From
a stack of various control tasks, a selection is made and
the order of priority is given to the controller. Based on

that, null space projection techniques are used to real-
ize this choice. The reasoning instance constitutes the
third subsystem which parameterizes the controller for

arbitrary manipulation tasks. The reasoning includes
symbolic and geometric planning. This part will be de-
tailed in Sec. 4.

3.2 Control Tasks

A large variety of control tasks are available for the
higher-level reasoning instance in order to properly plan
the overall application. In the following, the most com-
monly used methods on Rollin’ Justin are briefly re-
viewed and associated with the wiping tasks explained
in Sec. 2. More details on the methods can be found
in Dietrich et al (2012b). The parameterization of the
control level is realized by the reasoning instance which
will be explained in Sec. 4.2. However, it is mentionable

that although the parameterization of control tasks may
depend on several factors it is not mandatory to define
all parameters for every single action. General-purpose
default values apply if a parameter is skipped during
task reasoning.
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Fig. 3 The whole-body controller contains a stack of tasks arranged in a hierarchical order. It is parameterized by a reasoning
instance which consists of a symbolic part and a geometric part.

Cartesian impedance: Primarily applied in the
context of the task execution, the Cartesian impedance

(Hogan 1985; Ott et al 2008) at the end-effectors consti-
tutes one of the basic functionalities on Rollin’ Justin.
The Cartesian impedance is modeled as a mass-spring-

damper system in the Cartesian directions of the TCP
to create a compliant behavior for the robotic end-
effector. The planning layer defines a virtual, spatial
equilibrium and the TCP will follow it depending on the

parameterization of the stiffness, the damping, and the
maximum permissible Cartesian forces/torques. The con-
trol torque is

τ car = −
(
∂Vcar(q,Pcar)

∂q

)T

−Dcar(q,Pcar)q̇ , (1)

where Vcar denotes the spatial spring potential and Pcar

describes the parameterization, e. g. the potential stiff-
ness, the trajectories, and maximum Cartesian forces.
Damping is injected by the positive definite damping
matrix Dcar(q,Pcar). Further information on the im-
plementation of the Cartesian impedance control can

be found in Ott et al (2008).

Cartesian impedance is probably the most crucial
control behavior to solve wiping tasks. Since we treat all
wiping actions according to Sec. 2 as robot-independent

problems, all assumptions on force and stiffness are
made w. r. t. the involved objects and therefore in Carte-
sian object space (Wimböck 2013) and later transformed
into robot coordinates. By carefully parameterizing the
Cartesian impedance controller, contacts of different
nature can be managed.

Joint impedance: In contrast to the Cartesian

impedance, a joint impedance does not relate a task
space (e. g. the Cartesian space) to the joint space, but

it is defined in the joint space. The control torque is

τ jnt = −
(
∂Vjnt(q,P jnt)

∂q

)T

−Djnt(q,P jnt)q̇ , (2)

where Vjnt denotes the spring potential, the parame-
terization is denoted by P jnt, and Djnt(q,P jnt) is the

damping matrix related to the joint impedance.

A joint impedance can be applied to the complete
robot or any subsystem such as an arm or the torso.
This is particularly useful for bi-manual wiping tasks

(e. g. sweeping, see Sec. 5.3), since the arms can be set
to be less stiff compared to the torso. This ensures a
steady torso posture while external influences can be

compensated at the same time.

Self-collision avoidance: In manipulators with many
degrees of freedom (DOF), self-collision avoidance is
relevant due to the large number of possible collisions

between body parts. We have developed a reactive tech-
nique (Dietrich et al 2011b) which applies artificial,
repulsive forces between potentially colliding links. In
each collision direction, a desired mass-spring-damper
relation is commanded which allows to realize damping
ratios. The control torque is

τ sca = −
(
∂Vsca(q,Psca)

∂q

)T

−Dsca(q,Psca)q̇ , (3)

where Vsca denotes the repulsive potential which is pa-
rameterized by Psca. The parameters contain, among
others, the minimum distance between links where the
brakes are engaged (emergency stop), the potential stiff-
ness, and the distance at which the potential starts to

generate repulsive forces. The damping is injected via
Dsca(q,Psca).
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Description Value Parameters

Cartesian impedance Pcar stiffness (3 transl., 3 rot.), trajectories, damping, max. Cart. wrench (3 transl., 3 rot.)

Joint impedance Pjnt stiffness (n joints), trajectories, joint damping

Self-collision avoidance Psca stiffness (in collision direction), thresholds, emergency stop conditions, damping ratios

Avoidance of end stops Pmes stiffness (n joints), joint damping

Singularity avoidance Psav stiffness (in singularity space), thresholds, damping (in singularity space)

Gravity compensation Pg loads (mass, inertia, center of mass)

Table 1 Parameters of the control tasks to be determined by the reasoning instance. Note that all parameters are instantiated
with general-purpose values. The overall parameter vector is defined as P = (Pcar,Pjnt,Psca,Pmes,Psav,Pg) .

The self-collision avoidance or parts of it can option-
ally be disabled for tasks where multiple manipulators
work close to each other such as washing the dishes (see
Sec. 5.1).

Avoidance of mechanical end stops: A stan-
dard control task in robotics is the avoidance of me-
chanical end stops. Artificial repulsive potentials around
the end stops are designed. This control subtask is ac-

tive close to the end stops only, and it is inactive in the
remaining workspace. Similar to the preceding tasks,
the control torque is

τmes = −
(
∂Vmes(q,Pmes)

∂q

)T

−Dmes(q,Pmes)q̇ , (4)

where Vmes denotes the repulsive potential and Pmes

determines the parameterization, e. g. the stiffness and
and thresholds. Damping is injected via Dmes(q,Pmes).

Singularity avoidance: In order to be able to prop-
erly react to unexpected events or disturbances, it is im-

portant to maintain a high manipulability throughout
the whole time. Various methods are known in the lit-
erature but the representations based on the kinematic

and the dynamic manipulability measure (Yoshikawa
1990) are probably the most popular ones. The control
torque can be described as

τ sav = −
(
∂Vsav(msav(q),Psav)

∂q

)T

−Dsav(q,Psav)q̇ ,

(5)

where Vsav is the potential to repel from singular con-
figurations, msav(q) is the manipulability measure, and
Psav parameterizes the control task by defining the
stiffness and the manipulability thresholds (Ott 2008),
for example. Damping is injected via Dsav(q,Psav).

Singularities as well as mechanical end stops and
self-collisions can additionally be avoided by providing
roughly approximated reference trajectories for use in
a joint impedance controller (2). This is done by calcu-
lating inverse kinematics solutions for discretized steps
along the Cartesian task trajectory during the geomet-

ric reasoning step. Nevertheless, it is mandatory to pa-
rameterize the control tasks w. r. t. the environmental

circumstances, in order to react on unforeseen external
disturbances such as humans in the workspace of the
robot.

Gravity compensation: Gravitational effects can
be compensated by simulating a gravity model of the
system online (Ott et al 2004). The respective control
torque can be written as

τ g =

(
∂Vg(q,Pg)

∂q

)T

, (6)

where Vg denotes the gravity potential parameterized

by Pg, which contains information about mass, inertia,
and center of mass of the links of the robot, handled
objects, and additional loads such as backpacks.

Platform control: Nonholonomic, mobile platforms
are usually controlled via kinematic controllers to real-

ize desired trajectories by implicitly complying with the
rolling constraints. In case of Rollin’ Justin, such a con-
trol law has been implemented by Giordano et al (2009),

which expects a trajectory in the plane of motion, i. e.
in one rotational and two translational directions.

The utilization of the mobile base is crucial for wide-
area tasks (e. g. cleaning the floor or wiping large win-
dows). Whether to move only a subset of joints, arms

and torso, or to include the mobile base for solving a
given task has to be defined during the reasoning pro-
cess. The geometric topology (e. g. tool dimension and
ROI) is thereby considered.

An overview of the control parameters that can be
set and the respective representation is given in Table 1.

3.3 Redundancy Resolution

The reasoning instance does not only choose the con-
trol tasks necessary for the considered application but it
also determines the task hierarchy and the order of pri-
orities, respectively, cf. Fig. 3. In the whole-body con-
trol framework implemented on Rollin’ Justin, a strict
task hierarchy with r priority levels is realized via null
space projections (Nakamura et al 1987; Siciliano and
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Slotine 1991), which is a standard tool in redundancy
resolutions. One can write the overall control torque as

τ = τ 1 +
r∑

i=2

N i(q)τ i , (7)

where the indices describe the priority levels, and j < k
means that j has higher priority than k. Each lower
level control action τ i for 1 < i ≤ r is projected in
the null space of all higher priority control tasks by the
respective null space projector N i(q).

These null space projectors are not unique and their
properties depend on the specification of the task hier-
archy. One can distinguish between statically consistent
(Albu-Schäffer et al 2003) and dynamically consistent
(Khatib 1987) null space projections, for example. An-
other criterion is whether the projections are of succes-
sive or augmented type (Antonelli 2009). An overview is
given in (Dietrich et al 2015). Applying a control task
hierarchy with several priority levels also requires to
deal with arising singularities and the resulting discon-
tinuities in the control law due to task conflicts or acti-

vation/deactivation processes of unilateral constraints.
That also has an influence on the shape and properties
of the projectors when applying techniques such as Di-

etrich et al (2012a). Moreover, there are also differences
in the kind of control itself. One may require a high
tracking performance in specific scenarios (Operational
Space Formulation (Khatib 1987)) or may give more

weight to improved contact/interaction behavior with
guaranteed stability of the complete dynamic system
(Compliance Control (Ott 2008; Dietrich et al 2013)).

The tasks and the hierarchy are assigned by the rea-
soning instance depending on the application such that

e. g. τ 1 = τ car and τ 2 = τ jnt, and so on. Three exam-
ples for the assignment are given in Sec. 5.

3.4 Example of a Potential Definition - Cartesian
Impedance Control

In order to demonstrate how the control tasks in Sec. 3.2
are parameterized in practice, Pcar is detailed here. The
spring potential of the Cartesian impedance (1) is de-
fined by

– Stiffness (3 translations, 3 rotations): The positive
definite, symmetric matrices Kt, Kr ∈ R3×3 define
the translational and rotational stiffness at the TCP,

respectively.
– Trajectories: The homogeneous transformation ma-

trixHcmd(t) = (Rcmd(t), pcmd(t)) ∈ R3×4 describes
the commanded/desired orientation of the TCP via
the rotation matrix Rcmd(t) ∈ R3×3 w. r. t. time t

and the commanded/desired position of the TCP
through pcmd(t) ∈ R3.

The damping and the minimum/maximum Cartesian
wrench specification are also contained in Pcar, yet they
are not part of the potential definition and taken into
account separately. Based on (1), the potential of the
Cartesian impedance can be written as

Vcar(q,Pcar) =
1

2
p̃TKtp̃+ 2εTKrε , (8)

where p̃ = pact(q)− pcmd(t) denotes the error between
the current position pact(q) of the TCP and the com-
manded one. Note that analogous to Hcmd(t), the for-
ward kinematics delivers the homogeneous transforma-
tion matrix Hact(q) = (Ract(q), pact(q)), which de-
scribes the actual TCP orientation and position through
Ract(q) ∈ R3×3 and pact(q) ∈ R3, respectively. The ro-
tation between Hact(q) and Hcmd(t) can be uniquely
described by unit quaternions. The vector part of the

quaternions is ε ∈ R3. The gradient of the potential can
be derived as follows:

∂Vcar(q,Pcar)

∂q
=

∂Vcar

∂p̃

∂p̃

∂q
+

∂Vcar

∂ε

∂ε

∂ω

∂ω

∂q
(9)

= p̃TKtJp,q + 4εTKrJε,ωJω,q (10)

The dependencies in the notations are omitted for the
sake of simplicity. The variable ω describes the rotation

of the TCP. The Jacobian matrix Jε,ω in (10) only de-
pends on the unit quaternions, while Jp,q and Jω,q

constitute the body Jacobian matrix. The overall con-

trol torque can be written as

τ car = −
(
∂Vcar(q,Pcar)

∂q

)T

−Dcar(q,Pcar)q̇ (11)

= −
(
Jp,q
Jω,q

)T(
Ktp̃

4JT
ε,ωKrε

)
−Dcar(q,Pcar)q̇

(12)

In accordance with the parameters given in Table 1, the
reasoning level can now take the commanded stiffness
(Kt, Kr) and the trajectories (used in p̃ and ε) into
account by providing them to the controller (12). Simi-
larly, the reasoning level can limit the Cartesian wrench
by providing minimum/maximum values for the Carte-
sian forces Ktp̃ and torques 4JT

ε,ωKrε. In that case,
these terms have to be saturated in (12). The damp-

ing in (11) will not be particularized here, but it can
be realized by classical approaches such as the Double
Diagonalization Design (Albu-Schäffer et al 2003). For
a more detailed discussion on the Cartesian stiffness
implementation, please refer to Ott (2008).
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4 Task Reasoning and Parameterization

Based on the classification conducted in Sec. 2 we iden-
tified task parameters for the symbolic level, the geo-
metric level, and the control level of wiping tasks. To
incorporate the entire parameter set on the three levels
of abstraction, we utilize a hybrid reasoning framework
for combined symbolic and geometric reasoning. Fur-
thermore, the task requirements may vary on the en-
vironmental conditions which demands detailed knowl-
edge about the task and the involved objects. There-
fore, we proposed to categorize objects in a hierarchi-
cal structure w. r. t. their functionality and additionally
stored process models to define arbitrary manipulation
instructions in our earlier work (Leidner et al 2012).
The architecture is outlined in the following subsection
in the context of the compliant manipulation task of
scrubbing a mug with a sponge.

4.1 Hybrid Reasoning

An object storage provides prior knowledge for all avail-
able objects. The objects are hierarchically arranged in
the object-oriented paradigm and categorized by func-

tionality. Objects of the same class share the same pro-
cess models to handle them and can therefore be manip-
ulated in the same way but under consideration of their
specific properties such as size and shape. The world

representation holds the current state for the environ-
ment of the robot. Objects as described in the object
storage are instantiated here with specific symbolic and

geometric properties.
The process models within the object context are

described in so-called action templates. Fig. 4 shows the
action template for the scrub action of the abstract ob-
ject class sponge (Abstract object classes are marked
with a leading underscore). Action templates consist of
two segments. The first segment provides symbolic ac-
tion definitions for symbolic planning in the PDDL lan-
guage. The second segment specifies geometric instruc-
tions as executable code to implement the symbolic ef-

fects by the use of modular geometric reasoning such
as navigation, motion planning or dynamics computa-
tions. Action templates constitute the main element for
our approach on object-centered hybrid reasoning in a
two-step approach:

First, all symbolic action definitions are gathered
from the action templates of the object types currently
in the world state. Additionally the matching symbolic
properties are collected from the knowledge base. Hence,
the symbolic domain is only filled with information of

the current state. With this information, a symbolic
planner is able to generate a symbolic transition leading

Geometric Representation

'''

(:action scrub

  :parameters (?t - _sponge ?s - _dish

               ?m1 - _medium ?m2 - _medium

               ?a1 - _manipulator ?a2 - _manipulator )

  :precondition (and (absorbed ?t ?m1) (adhesive ?s ?m2) 

                     (picked ?t ?a1) (picked ?s ?a2)) 

  :effect (and (not(adhesive ?s ?m2)) (scrubbed ?s ?m2))

)

'''

Symbolic Representation

Action Template: _sponge.scrub

def scrub(tool, target, detergent, dirt, manip1, manip2):

  work_frame = robot.sample_workspace(manip2)    

  manip2_frame = dot(inv(work_frame), target.grasp_frame)

  

  traj = tool.task_trajectory(work_frame, target.dimension)  

  manip1_frame = dot(inv(traj[0]), tool.grasp_frame)

  tool.history["scrub"].append(work_frame)

  if len(tool.history["scrub"]) > N:

    raise RuntimeError("scrub action failed -> backtrack")

  op = [

    ("plan_to_frame", manip2, manip2_frame),

    ("plan_to_frame", manip1, manip1_frame),

    ("cart_stiffness", MAX_STIFFNESS, manip2, tcp=eye(4)),

    ("cart_stiffness", tool.stiffness, manip1, tcp=tool.tcp),

    ("cart_force", tool.force, manip1, tcp=tool.tcp),

    ("follow_task_motion", traj, manip1, manip1_frame),

  ]   

  return op

II

I

Fig. 4 Action templates are interpreted in a two-step ap-
proach. First, the symbolic action template header is parsed
to solve a given task with symbolic reasoning. Second, the
resulting symbolic transition is grounded based on the geo-
metric process model, given by the second part of the action
template. The controller parameterization is inherent in this
step. Note that the code is visualized in two segments for
better understanding, but constitutes one file.

to the desired goal state. For example, in order to scrub
a mug with a sponge, both objects have to be picked up

first, and a detergent has to be absorbed by the sponge.
Only if these preconditions apply the scrubbing action
can be scheduled. As effect the dirt is scrubbed away
from the mug surface.

In the second reasoning step, the main part of the
action templates is revisited to resolve the geometric
grounding. Modules to simulate the geometric execu-
tion can be integrated according to different require-
ments. If one geometric reasoning step succeeds, the
next action is simulated until the symbolic transition
is processed. Should one step of the geometric reason-
ing fail, the action template is reviewed for geometric
alternatives. Should the predefined set of alternatives
turn out to be insufficient, geometric backtracking is
initiated to find a prior action with remaining alterna-
tives to start over. If the given symbolic transition is
not feasible at all, it is removed from the symbolic do-

main and the symbolic planner is called once again in
order to find a symbolic alternative. Fig. 5 illustrates
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pick mug table right_arm scrub sponge mug left_arm

pick_1

pick_2

scrub_1

scrub_2

scrub_3

scrub_4

Fig. 5 A simple example on the geometric reasoning pro-
cedure is outlined in a block diagram where the symbolic
transition is shown at the top (darker blocks) while different
geometric alternatives are depicted below (lighter blocks). A
top grasp is not suitable to scrub the mug with the sponge
since all alternatives to reach the mug with the sponge (red
crosses) are colliding with the right hand of the robot (lower
left). After geometric backtracking to the previous pick ac-
tion (red, dashed arrow), a bottom grasp is chosen to pick
the mug. The inner curvature of the mug is no longer blocked
(lower right).

the selection of geometric alternatives as well as the
geometric backtracking mechanism in the conceptual
example, scrubbing a mug with a sponge. Alternatives
for the pick action consist of different grasps while the
scrub action samples different orientations to reach the
mug with the sponge. The backtracking mechanism re-
sembles an exhaustive search algorithm. The reasoning
procedure is therefore complete within the bounds of
the discrete search space defined by the available alter-
natives for all scheduled action templates. The method
is guaranteed to find a solution if one set of alternatives
describes a feasible geometric action sequence. Conse-
quently one can state that the more alternatives are
available for the individual action templates, the higher

the probability to find a feasible solution satisfying the
desired symbolic goal state.

silver_squeegee 

shower_cabine

red_window_wiper

bus.right_windshield

yellow_window_wiper

mock-up_window

Fig. 6 Exemplary parameterization of the geometric process
models of the skim action template with different wipers and
windows. The ROI is highlighted in red. The generated work-
space trajectories are drawn in blue for the respective tools.

Action templates try to define process models at the
highest possible level of abstraction to provide generic
control strategies. Individual variations are defined at

concrete object level, i. e. scrubbing a plate with a squa-
red sponge applies the same action template with dif-
ferent parameters (e. g. different trajectory, force, and
stiffness). If necessary, it is anyhow possible to special-
ize the process model for specialized object types. This
concept is illustrated in Fig. 6 at the example of another

compliant manipulation task, namely skimming a win-
dow with a window wiper. Depending on the window
pane a different trajectory design might be required.
This concept is applied to windows directly, or objects
that contain windows such as the bus in the mid-row, or
the shower on the bottom. The trajectory design is not
limited to rectangular shapes but can also be applied
to curved surfaces and other geometries. The strategy
may even depend on particular regions of the object
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d/2

w

t = c  d 
h N = ceil(h/t) 

d/2

.

c ∈ [0.25,0.75] 

Fig. 7 Exemplary illustration of action template parameters
for the the mock-up window, where h and w are height and
width of the rectangular window pane (black) and d is the
width of the wiper. These parameters are automatically ex-
tracted from the knowledge base and used to calculate the
N Cartesian end-effector motions (blue) and the gap t in be-
tween. To guarantee full coverage of the surface, c is set to
0.75 by default which may be adapted after calculating N.
The principle trajectory design is currently (but derivable)
hand-crafted for the respective window classes (see Fig. 6).

(e. g. from left to right on curved areas and from top
to bottom on flat surfaces). For now, the trajectory de-
sign is hand-crafted and stored as part of the window

object. It is determined through parameters provided
by distinct tools to calculate concrete Cartesian work-
space motions for the execution. The parameter sub-
stitution is illustrated at the example of the mock-up

window in Fig. 7. Object properties and the resulting
task parameters can be mined from the web Tenorth
et al (2011), demonstrated by a human Kronander and

Billard (2014), learned by the robot Do et al (2014)
or empirically estimated based on the experience from
preceding research (e. g. Albu-Schäffer et al (2008)).

The single reasoning modules (i. e. symbolic plan-
ners and geometric planners) are individually provided
by the robot. This way heterogeneous robotic systems
can utilize the reasoning frameworks w. r. t. their spe-
cial needs. For example, an unmanned aerial vehicle has
to use a different geometric planner for motion gener-
ation than a ground-based humanoid. In the case of

Rollin’ Justin we use almost only out-of-the-shelf soft-
ware. In particular, we use the Fast Downward planner
by Helmert (2006) for symbolic planning and Open-
RAVE by Diankov (2010) for geometric planning.

4.2 Task Parameterization

The reasoning procedure is responsible for the controller
parameterization. Symbolically, the effects of a wiping
action match one of the actions classified in Sec. 2. The

symbolic planner selects the correct action based on the
current symbolic world state, i.e. the available tools and
the given problem to solve. Since the classification is
based on the tool-surface-medium tuple, the appropri-
ate control strategy is predetermined this way.

xcmd = xact

tool

xcmd

xact

x

toolx toolx

Initial State Commanded State Actual State

Fig. 8 The commanded state for the tool xtool, resulting
from the virtual, spatial equilibrium xcmd of the right end-
effector, is geometrically unfeasible. In contact, the parame-
terization of the robot forces the correct alignment of the tool
(including deformations) to solve the wiping task (see xact).

On the geometric level the task is described accord-
ing to geometric relations between the involved objects.
However, the compliant behavior of the real robot is dif-
ficult to model. Not speaking of possible elastic contact

behavior between tool and surface which can hardly be
predicted. To solve this issue human task knowledge is
exploited by integrating the control level into the rea-

soning step. This is done by defining the Cartesian tra-
jectory for the tool TCP xtool w. r. t. the virtual, spatial
equilibrium point xcmd for the end-effector. The trajec-
tory is computed w. r. t. the involved objects and their

properties (e. g. the mug radius defines the circular tra-
jectory for the sponge in our conceptual example). In
the example at hand, only translational motions are

commanded. The rotations of the tool are introduced
by defining the Cartesian object stiffness and the Carte-
sian contact force at control level. Deviations on con-
tact are neglected during planning time. The resulting
Cartesian control torque τ car according to (12) enables
a compliant robot to adapt itself to the curvature of the
target surface resulting in a deliberate deviation of the

end-effector from the commanded Cartesian trajectory:

xact = xcmd + xdev (q,P , τ ext) . (13)

Herein xact(q) describes the forward kinematics based
on the link side measurements (see Fig. 8). It contains
both the translation pact(q) of the TCP and its orienta-
tion, depending on the chosen representation (e. g. via
Euler angles). The term xact(q) can be represented as
the combination of the commanded TCP position/ori-
entation xcmd and the deviation xdev between this com-
mand and the actual TCP position/orientation. The
deviation is subject to the parameterization P of the

whole-body controller and the external forces/torques
τ ext.
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The control level alone cannot guarantee a success-
ful task execution by only following the Cartesian vir-
tual equilibrium, since the applied local control meth-
ods are vulnerable to get stuck in local minima. Fur-
thermore, collisions with the environment cannot be
prevented that way. Therefore, a roughly approximated
reference trajectory is provided during the reasoning
step by computing discrete inverse kinematics solutions
along the task trajectory (similar to Okada et al (2005)).
During run-time, the reference trajectory is interpo-
lated to provide an input for the joint impedance con-
troller based on (2). As described in Sec. 3.3, the joint
impedance control action is projected into the null space
of the Cartesian impedance resulting in an overall whole-
body motion of the robot, maintaining contact and free
of local minima. Additionally control torques for self-
collision avoidance τ sca (3), avoidance of mechanical
end stops τmes (4), and singularity avoidance τ sav (5)
are computed with lower control task priority to react
on unforeseen events.

In conclusion, the control strategy for a particular
process model is represented by one particular action
template. The process model involves the symbolical
meaning and the geometric execution of the control

strategy. The required sub-symbolic parameters such as
task frames or regions of interest are provided by the in-
volved objects. Additionally the actual controller para-

meterization is inherent. Preprocessed by a human pro-
grammer, this task-related knowledge is used to encode
the desired compliant control behavior for the wiping
action according to our classification. Such a behavior

can hardly be generalized by using local control strate-
gies only, neither, is no geometric planner known which
could possibly simulate such a behavior sufficiently sta-

ble in a generalized way. Therefore we believe that the
control level and the reasoning level have to act jointly.

This way of programming and parameterizing ma-
nipulation actions is beneficial since the programmer is
forced to define the process model based on predicted
physical behavior and human task knowledge, which
is otherwise hardly transferred to the control level of
a robot. In the following section we demonstrate this
approach for whole-body manipulation tasks.

5 Evaluation

To evaluate our approach we conduct three elaborate
experiments on the mobile humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin

(Borst et al 2009). The experiments are designed as
whole-body manipulation tasks inspired by natural ev-
eryday household chores in human environments. The
first experiment addresses the mug scrubbing task al-
ready introduced in the previous section. The second

experiment is a window wiping task in which the robot
has to clean a large window with a one-handed win-
dow wiper. The third experiment is a sweeping task
where shards of broken dishes have to be collected by bi-
manually handling a broom. Each experiment demon-
strates one particular wiping action as classified in Sec. 2.
Due to the different classification and the resulting vary-
ing contact behavior the tasks have to be parameterized
differently. In this paper we focus on the task para-
meterization and not on the reasoning aspect which is
therefore less detailed. This section describes directions
and rotations in robot coordinates (positive x-axis for-
ward, positive y-axis left, positive z-axis up), while the
Cartesian force and stiffness parameters are defined in
the local TCP coordinate systems of the involved tools
as illustrated in Table 2. The parameters are chosen
based on previous experiments on wiping tasks related
to learning by demonstration (Urbanek et al 2004).

5.1 Scrubbing a Mug with a Sponge

The first experiment is based on the conceptual exam-

ple described in Sec. 4, scrubbing with a sponge. The
goal of the wiping task is to clean the inner curvature of
the mug. We classify this action as scrubbing. The tool

is the sponge and the target surface is the inner region
of the mug. The surface area can therefore actively be
positioned by the robot. There are two media involved.
The first medium is the dried up liquid remaining in

the mug. It is not of value for the robot. The second
medium is the detergent in the sponge. The symbolic
representation, introduced in Fig. 4, is defined in the

action template as follows:

_sponge.scrub:
:parameters (?t - _sponge ?s - _dish

?m1 - _medium ?m2 - _medium
?a1 - _manipulator ?a2 - _manipulator)

:precondition (and (absorbed ?t ?m1) (adhesive ?s ?m2)
(picked ?t ?a1) (picked ?s ?a2))

:effect (and (not(adhesive ?s ?m2)) (scrubbed ?s ?m2))

Scrub

Fig. 9 The humanoid robot Rollin’ Justin scrubbing a mug
with a sponge.
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Z

X

Y

Z

X Y

Y

Z

X

Task Relevant
Actuators

both arms, torso one arm, torso, base both arms, torso, base

Control Task
Hierarchy

τ car, τ jnt, τmes, τ sav τ car, τ sca, τ sav, τ jnt, τmes τ car, τ sca, τ jnt, τmes, τ sav

Translational Stiffness
x, y, z [N/m]

400, 400, 800 100, 500, 1000 1000, 500, 300

Rotational Stiffness
θx, θy, θz [Nm/rad]

30, 30, 60 500, 10, 10 200, 10, 500

Cartesian Force Limits
x, y, z [N]

±20, ±20, ±20 −∞/+10, ±∞, ±∞ ±∞, ±∞, −10/+∞

Table 2 Table of tool-specific parameters. Cartesian force and stiffness parameters are given w. r. t. the visualized frames.

Symbolically, the mug has to be cleaned which re-

quires to combine detergent (previously absorbed by the
sponge) with the coffee leftovers in the coffee mug by
scrubbing. The preconditions require to have the mug
and the sponge grasped at the same time, with two dis-

tinct manipulators. As effect, the dirt is not adhesive
to the mug anymore but scrubbed and can be skimmed
out of the mug or washed out. See Fig. 4 for the explicit

symbolic representation.

In terms of reasoning, this task is especially chal-
lenging since the mug needs to be picked up upside-

down to clean the inner curvature of it, which is not
feasible by only executing a single pick action. The sym-
bolic representation of the action template (see Fig. 4)
requires the mug and the sponge to be picked as precon-

dition. Only after backtracking on the geometric level
and on the symbolic level (by cutting the symbolic do-
main, see Sec. 4.1) the symbolic planner finds the cor-
rect solution by scheduling a handover action:

_object.pick mug left_arm table,
_object.handover mug left_arm right_arm,
_object.pick sponge left_arm table,
_sponge.scrub sponge left_arm mug

The geometric representation of the sponge.scrub
action (see Fig. 4) defines a circle approximated by
twice the diameter of the mug for the TCP of the sponge
in order to execute forces on the medium plotted as blue
dashed line in Fig. 9. The translational and rotational

stiffness for the left hand (holding the sponge) are set
to be low along/about the lateral axis of the sponge as
described in Table 2. A Cartesian force is commanded
along the circular task trajectory. The right hand (hold-
ing the mug) is commanded to be stiff for all rotations
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xcmd, without contact

xact, with contact

Position in x-direction [m]

Fig. 10 The commanded position, compared with the mea-
sured position of the left hand during scrubbing.

and translations. With this parameterization we delib-
erately allow the resulting motion to significantly de-
viate from the commanded trajectory. This is exactly
what is required to solve the given wiping task. Fig. 10

shows the resulting measured trajectory of the manip-
ulator. During contact, the force limitations according
to Table 2 apply.

Regarding whole-body control, the torso and the

base are not mandatory to solve the task of cleaning
dishes. However, by treating the action equally to a
whole-body task, the torso and the base can be used to
compensate for external disturbances and avoid obsta-
cles while simultaneously remaining over the sink with
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potentially wet dishes. Self-collision avoidance is dis-
abled during this task to enable both manipulators to
approach each other.

5.2 Skimming a Window with a Window Wiper

Window cleaning is a diverse task. It can be solved with
several tools, one-handed or bi-manually, and it is ap-
plicable to many window types such as squared, round,
or curved ones as outlined in Sec. 4.2. Based on the
size of the window the whole body might be required
to reach the entire window pane. An individual para-
meterization is mandatory w. r. t. individual settings.

With a width of 1.5 m and a height of 1.0 m, the
window pane in our example is too large to follow the
Cartesian task motion by only using the arm of the
robot. Even with the aid of the torso it is not possible
to maintain the contact with the window along the com-
plete trajectory. Especially in the corners the reachabil-

ity decreases until the task gets unfeasible, not to men-
tion the reduced capability to compensate for possible
disturbances during task execution. Consequently, the
mobile base is mandatory to accomplish the task. The

additional DOF of the mobile base can be considered
by the applied discrete inverse kinematics solver. As de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2, a Cartesian trajectory in the plane

of motion can be directly commanded to the platform
controller. This way, the base follows the lateral mo-
tion of the end-effector, respectively the window wiper,

along the window pane to extend the workspace of the
robot. Nevertheless it is beneficial to set the control task
priority of τ sav higher during the task of window wiping
to prevent singularities, especially in the corners of the
window (see Table 2). The robot is initially positioned
in front of the window w. r. t. the metric we defined in
our prior work (Leidner and Borst 2013; Leidner et al

2014), where we used capability maps (Zacharias et al
2007) to compute the optimal torso configuration and
base position based on the ROI of the target object.

The task is parameterized according to prior task
knowledge deposited w. r. t. the involved objects. From
a symbolical planning point of view the detergent (ap-
plied by a human co-operator) has to be removed from

the surface area by skimming it away. As a result, the
medium, i. e. the detergent will no longer be applied to
the surface. The symbolic representation is defined as
follows:

_wiper.skim:
:parameters (?t - _wiper ?s - _window

?m - _detergent ?a1 - _manipulator)
:precondition (and (picked ?t ?a1)

(applied ?s ?m))
:effect (and (skimmed ?s ?m)

(not (applied ?s ?m)))

Skim

Fig. 11 Rollin’ Justin wiping a window. Based on the ROI
(red) and the wiper width the Cartesian task trajectory (blue,
dashed arrows) is computed. The experiment was successfully
demonstrated to the public at Hanover Fair 2013.

As precondition, the window wiper has to be grasped
by the robot, while a detergent is applied to the surface.
The resulting symbolic transition consists of a pick and

a skim action:

_object.pick wiper table right_arm,
_wiper.skim window right_arm

The skim action template also describes the geomet-
ric wiping task based on our classification in Sec. 2. The

ROI is defined in the data storage of the mock-up win-
dow. Together with the dimension of the wiper blade
the Cartesian task trajectory can be computed as illus-
trated in Fig. 11. The TCP of the wiper is defined in

the center of the blade and is used to describe the tool
alignment (see Table 2). The Cartesian stiffness refines
the alignment by introducing freedom about the y-axis

and the z-axis of the object TCP. This way a compli-
ant behavior of the blade can be achieved leading to
a more robust task execution. As already described in
Fig. 8 the wiper aligns near optimal with the window
plane. Local errors and external disturbances can be
compensated this way while maintaining the wiping.
The Cartesian force is predefined by the window wiper
and may vary from tool to tool. In this case we exert a
maximum Cartesian force of fmax

x = 10 N. The object
stiffness parameterization for the window wiper is listed
in Table 2.

One of the main difficulties in wiping windows is
the perception part. The transparent window pane of-
fers almost no visual features so that the window pane
can only be estimated by localizing the window frame.
However, even with an imperfect localization the robot
is able to execute the commanded window wiping task.

This is achieved due to the compliant behavior of the
robot and the individual controller parameterization
which can only be provided if the reasoning level and
the control level act jointly. The comparison of the com-
manded and the measured trajectory in Fig. 12 illus-
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Fig. 12 This plot compares the commanded virtual equi-
librium point with the measured position of the right hand
during the window wiping task. The three axes correspond to
the three dimensions of the window (similar to robot coordi-
nates), where z is the height and y is the width. The deviation
along the x-axis corresponds to the contact of the wiper with
the window pane. Note that the transit paths, connecting two
contact situations, are removed for clarity.

trates the resulting behavior in the translational de-
viation of the right arm guiding the wiper along the

window pane. Even collisions between the wiper and
the window frame (see Fig. 12, first row, upper left)
can be handled this way. In the future we plan to in-

tegrate the localization uncertainties directly into the
controller parameterization to further enhance the task
performance.

5.3 Collecting Shards with a Broom

The third task is a collecting task where a broom is
used to collect shards of a broken mug. This requires
both arms to handle the broom while the mobile base
and the torso support the motion to create an overall
wiping trajectory along a larger area. Both arms, the

torso, and the mobile base act jointly. Similar to the
window cleaning task, the broom needs to be picked
before it can be used. Since the broom has to be handled
bi-manually, the mass parameters have to be divided
among the manipulators. The pick action template is
therefore specialized by the broom object class. The
symbolic representation of the collect action template
is defined as follows:

_broom.collect:
:parameters (?t - _broom ?s - _floor ?m - _dish

?a1 - _manipulator ?a2 - _manipulator)
:precondition (and (picked ?t ?a1) (picked ?t ?a2)

(broken ?m))
:effect (and (collected ?s ?m))

This example illustrates the use of a medium other
than small particles or liquids. As defined in the sym-
bolic precondition section, the mug can only be col-
lected with the broom if it is marked as broken. In this
form the mug constitutes the medium for the wiping
task of collecting shards. In case of the desired sym-
bolic goal state collected floor mug, the symbolic plan-
ner yields the following symbolic transition:

_broom.pick broom table right_arm left_arm,
_broom.collect broom mug right_arm left_arm

The shards define the ROI in this particular collect-
ing task. A skimming task to remove dust from the floor
would, however, rely on the whole accessible floor of a
room as target surface and a completely different para-
meterization (e. g. higher contact force, lower stiffness).
The experiment is shown in Fig. 13.

The Cartesian task trajectory for the broom is stored
in the knowledge base and defines a simple ellipse inter-
secting the floor plus a linear lateral offset. The elliptic
motion is thought to be executed by the arms and the

lateral motion by the mobile base. This way the contact
during the trajectory execution is slightly overlapping.
The trajectory can be imagined as a loop (see Fig. 14).
However, with this trajectory alone the robot is not able

to collect the shards with the broom. Only after setting
the correct Cartesian stiffness the task can be solved.
The desired motion of the tool involves a tilted TCP,

wiping along the floor (see Table 2). This requires a
low rotational stiffness along the brush attachment (y-
axis) and a low translational stiffness along the shaft
(z-axis). The force against the ground (z-axis) is lim-

ited to fmin
z = −10 N so that the virtual equilibrium

point for the broom is not pushed too far. The desired

Collect

Fig. 13 Rollin’ Justin collecting shards of a broken mug.
The ROI (red) is defined by the broom width and the shards.
Along this region, a cyclic trajectory has to be executed by
the broom (blue, dashed arrow).
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Fig. 14 Frontal view of the commanded and measured TCP of the right manipulator. During the contact phase the hands
are both following a tilt motion introduced by the sweeping broom which reflects the low rotational stiffness around the brush.

Cartesian object stiffness for the broom is listed in Ta-
ble 2. The coupling of stiffness and damping for bi-
manual tool handling was already examined on Rollin’
Justin (Wimböck 2013; Florek-Jasinska et al 2014). Yet
we approximate the desired stiffness of the individual

manipulators for this experiment, since the strategy is
not yet integrated in this framework. Additionally to
the Cartesian stiffness we define the joint stiffness for

the torso to be twice the default value, so that the main
compliance is anticipated by the arms.

This experiment shows how whole-body manipula-
tion of closed kinematic chains can be integrated into a

hybrid reasoning framework without actually handling
the closed kinematic chain. All relevant assumptions
have been made in the object space and are therefore

robot-independent (except for the torso parameteriza-
tion, which is exemplary, not mandatory). The resulting
behavior solves the commanded sweeping task. Even-
tually all shards are collected in one area. The actual

measured trajectory of the right manipulator in Fig. 14
shows that it is not straightforward to define the cor-
rect task motion by programming it in detail. We be-

lieve that the local adaption on control level paired with
globally applied human task knowledge is a well-suited
method to solve this issue.

The experiments show that the concept of action
templates is suitable to describe the process models of
wiping tasks w. r. t. whole-body control behavior of a
humanoid robot. For all tasks the same controller was
utilized. It is shown that various components can be ad-
dressed to solve even complex whole-body manipulation
tasks rather than only pick-and-place tasks. All infor-
mation needed to describe the tasks was stored within
the context of the involved objects. The task reasoning
and controller parameterization was autonomously per-
formed by the robot with the use of the provided action
templates. All tasks are shown in the video attachment.

6 Discussion

The main advantage of the approach presented in this
paper is the relative ease with which a manipulation
task can be defined in order to act correctly on the
control level. A programmer has to develop a single
action template only, utilizing prior task knowledge in-

cluding the task trajectory, Cartesian object stiffness,
and Cartesian force for the controller parameterization.
However, it is not straightforward to select the correct

parameters. Unfortunately, there exist no detailed stud-
ies on exerted force and stiffness during manipulation
tasks for robots, neither for humans. This lack can be

mainly traced back to impracticable measuring proce-
dures during tool usage. Nevertheless, Cartesian tool
trajectories can be tracked. Doing so it would be possi-
ble to automatically learn the correct force, torque, and

stiffness parameterization with suitable machine learn-
ing strategies, providing the desired Cartesian trajec-
tory by human demonstration.

Currently, the Cartesian task trajectories are hand-

crafted by a skilled programmer. However, the trajec-
tories rely mainly on the physical appearance of the ob-
jects involved in the task execution, such as the shape

of a window pane. We plan to use this information to-
gether with the goals of the wiping tasks defined in
Fig. 2 to automatically generate whole-body motions
for humanoid robots in realistic scenarios. One chal-
lenge w. r. t. this issue is to generate continuous whole-
body motions in complex environments based on a de-
sired Cartesian workspace trajectory for a given tool.
Additionally, superimposing oscillating/cyclic motions
will be mandatory to guarantee appropriate task out-
come in case of cleaning tasks, such as scrubbing the
floor with a mop.

Integrating the parameterization of whole-body con-
trollers into the task reasoning procedure is only the
first step to solve more complex compliant tool usage
scenarios. As we emphasized with our classification of
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wiping tasks, the effects on the medium are the main
aspects of any wiping task. To sufficiently achieve this it
is mandatory to verify the outcome of the commanded
action during and after task execution. Our next step is
therefore the integration of the control strategies into
the feedback loop of the reasoning level, yet suitable
metrics have to be defined. Together with visual feed-
back we believe that the task performance can be in-
creased further.

7 Summary

In this work we presented a generic combination of
high-level hybrid reasoning mechanisms with a low-level
whole-body control framework. Within this context a
classification of compliant wiping tasks was conducted
to extract relevant task parameters. Based on these pa-
rameters we provide human task knowledge in the con-
text of the involved objects to describe tasks symboli-

cally and geometrically. The compliant contact behav-
ior of the whole-body controller is realized as a hierar-
chical stack of control tasks via null space projections.
The wiping actions are thereby described by a Carte-

sian task trajectory for the virtual equilibrium of the
end-effectors and the Cartesian object stiffness of the
tool. This way the whole-body controller can react on

the actual environmental conditions. We evaluated our
approach in three experiments on the humanoid robot
Rollin’ Justin. First, a scrubbing task was executed to

clean the inner curvature of a mug with a sponge. Sec-
ond, a window wiping task was conducted where the
robot had to coordinate right arm, torso and base mo-
tion to skim along an entire window pane. The third
task involved both arms, the torso, and the mobile base
in a sweeping task to collect shards of a broken mug.
The attached video clearly demonstrated the potential

of the proposed concept as well.
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